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F. Joseph Smith 
THE RELATION BETWEEN BAROQUE FIGURES AND CLASSICAL MOTIVES 
IN BEETHOVEN 
Since the nineteenth century western man has developed a historical consciousness un-
paralleled in other cultures. Born in that century, musicology became mostly a 
historical study, and enormous energies have been spent demarcating musical eras. 
But it seems we ought to lay more stress on how epochs overlap and how musical 
materials coined in one era last through to another despite changes in musical ideolo-
gies. In this regard the classical period deserves more attention; for, it seems that 
certain musical materials, specifically musical figures, survived from the Baroque 
period into the preclassical and classical eras, thus into the compositions of Haydn, 
Mozart, and Beethoven himself. 
Arnold Schmitz 1 traced over ten Baroque figures that can be found in Beethoven's 
musical vocabulary. One of his chief sources was also the work of Erich Schenk. lt 
is not the present writer's purpose either to repeat or to expound on the work of these 
musicologists, particularly not within the limits of a congress paper. The writer has 
already dealt at length with certain Baro~ue figures (especially the "passus duriusculus") 
discoverable in some of Mozart's works . 
Instead, while accepting Schmitz's thesis with certain modifications (and thus positing 
the continuance of figures into the classical era), I would like to point out certain 
radical differences between Baroque figures and classical motives, even though they 
might well be materially identical. Likewise I would remind the eager researcher of 
certain aesthetical changes that have to be kept in mind in our tracing Beethoven's 
motives back to Baroque figuration. A rather convincing case can be made for the 
survival of Baroque figures, whether melodic or harmonic, into the classical era. 
And though we must bracket out most of the theory of affects, some of the language 
(e. g., ,, allegro" , ,, adagio" , etc.) perdures. This is the case also in Kantian 
philosophy; as late as 1799 Kant calls music „ the language of the affects" 3. As the 
vocabulary of the affects perdured in Kant, musical materials seem to have lasted on 
into Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, whose two hundredth birthday we are presently 
celebrating here in Bonn. 
Figures became motives in Mozart and Beethoven. However, Beethoven seems to have 
been directly aware of the theory of affects (as also of the moral philosophy of Kant). 
lt is doubtful that Beethoven would have applied such theory literally; but it must have 
aided him in the use of the figures he came to know and develop as motives. lt is not 
our present purpose to catalogue such figures. But we might examine a somewhat 
complex example, the string quartet, op.132, where the eight bar •assai sostenuto" 
provides both the harmonic and melodic materials for the first and apparently for the 
third movement of the work. The theme makes use of the melodic figure: J7 ~, 
while the „ adagio" seems to breathe the spirit of some form of the •passus duriusculus", 
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understood in an altered sense. In this composition Beethoven makes structural use 
of the half-step in combination with the sixth, diminished seventh, eighth, and even 
twelfth. The interval and the range of the fourth also seem crucial, and there is 
chromatic movement within it, reminiscent of the Baroque figure. 
One is tempted to say that hunting for musical figures from another era is a futile 
pastime, until we realize, that, though an ideology can be lost, a given era may put 
things into general use that continue on independently of the era's aesthetics or seman-
tics. lt is probably this way with regard to chromatic passages of the fourth and their 
expanded or contracted variants. But it must be borne in mind that there is a radical 
difference between the chromaticism of e. g., J. S. Bach, and that of Mozart or Beethoven. 
For chromaticism is now no longer merely the alteration of an otherwise diatonic 
passage. In Mozart and Beethoven chromaticism is structural, not affective. Beet-
hoven's op.132 is ample evidence of that. Moreover, such chromaticism is now also 
a structural part of the sonata-allegro-form. In op. 132 it seems to be both the climax 
as well as the dissolution of the form, as the individual sections, separated by adagio 
passages, seem to take on meaning of their own. 
More important than all this seems to be one final difference, between the Baroque 
figure known as the passage of the fourth and its literal or transformed recurrence in 
Mozart or Beethoven. The strict harmonic figure and its variants seem to presuppose 
a difference between major and minor semitones, something lost to the classical ear, 
as equal temperament gained ground. The subtle play between major and minor half-
steps was apart of the production of the desired Baroque affect. Perhaps Baroque 
affective theory not only became obsolete as an artistic ideology, yielding to the galant, 
the sensitive, and the pre-classical style; it may also have died out because of the 
change in hearing induced by equal temperament. Thus it is not just a question of a 
new cognitive-affective reality but rather of a new perceptual experience. The change 
is not merely aesthetical; it is phenomenological. By the time we reach Mozart 
semitones seem to have been equalized, and though the chromatic passage of the fourth 
seems to have endured intact in the classical composers, its cognitive and perceptual 
meanings have been radically altered. 
The point being made here is that it is not enough simply to trace Baroque figures 
supposedly surviving in Beethoven's works, as A. Schmitz and H. H. Unger 4 have 
attempted to do, or to point out the need for further research into Haydn and Mozart. 
The important ideological and perceptual changes that took place give the surviving 
figures an entirely new meaning cognitively and perceptually. This must be kept in 
mind in trying to analyze and understand the surviving figures, whether melodic or 
harmonic, in the works of Beethoven. 
As there is nothing wrong with tracing the connection between Beethoven and Haydn in 
his use of the Adagio before the Allegro of first movements, so there is nothing wrong 
with calling the fifty measures before the final movement of Symphony V the greatest 
Mannheim crescendo ever conceived (Einstein). Neither is there anything extraordinary 
in tracing the obvious melodic motives in Beethoven to Baroque figures. But the dramatic 
pauses, so typical of the Baroque, also made their way into the works of the classical 
composers. One thinks of Haydn's Symphony no.103, of the pause before the second 
theme of Mozart's KV 550, of the fermata in the finale of Beethoven's II, of the 
measure'' s pause before the development in Symphony IV, etc. The dramatic pause 
must not be underestimated in both Baroque and classical music aesthetics. lt is a 
link with rhetoric seized on by Baroque composers, and it lasted at least in spirit 
through Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven. There is indeed some link between the expressive 
style of the classical era and rhetorical affect. Unger demonstrates this particularly 
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in the pre-classical symphonies of Johann Rosemüller, where the dramatic pause 
becomes a fetish. 
Whatever the case may be, such research can only aid us in our attempt to comprehend 
music before the advent of intellectualistic analysis. lt defies formalistic analysis, 
but gives us a better historical understanding of symphonic literature. Within the 
limits of this paper it has been possible only to give a progress report on a project 
that has long fascinated the author . 
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Joseph Smits van Waesberghe 
RHYTHMUS, METRUM, TEMPO UND STRUKTUR IM BIOLOGISCHEN RHYTHMUS 
DER MUSIK 
Zum besseren Verständis des folgenden bedarf es einer näheren Erläuterung des 
Titels . 1. Der Begriff „ biologisch" bezieht sich hier auf die ganze lebende Welt im 
Kosmos. 2. ,, Rhythmus" steht hier im Zusammenhang mit biologisch. Biologischer 
Rhythmus ist ein international akzeptierter Terminus für alles, was mit „ rhythmi" , 
ev. ;, metra" und. cycli" und den hierin vorkommenden, oder hierdurch entstehenden 
Strukturen und„ tempi" zusammenhängt. 3. ,, Der biologische Rhythmus in der Musik" 
Hier wird ein großer Sprung von dem schon mit vielen Ergebnissen erforschten Rhythmus 
im Kosmos nach einer neuen Wissenschaft gemacht; der Wissenschaft des biologischen 
Rhythmus in musischen Äußerungen, d. h. in den Bewegungen, der Sprache und der 
Musik. 
Ich beschränke mich auf zwei mit dem biologischen Rhythmus in der Musik im Zusam-
menhang stehende Fragen. 1. Was wird unter dem „ biologischen Rhythmus in der 
Musik" verstanden? 2. Wie kann diese neue Wissenschaft auf noch nicht geklärte 
musikwissenschaftliche Fragen Antwort geben? 
Der biologische Rhythmus in der Musik steht nicht isoliert neben dem in der Sprache 
und dem Sich-Bewegen. Nicht nur weil Musik und Sprache in der vokalen Musik, und 
Musik und Bewegung im Tanz zusammengehen, sondern auch wegen der großen Einheit 
in der Motorik in allen musischen Äußerungen. 
Aus didaktischen Gründen beantworte ich die Frage nach der Einsicht in den biologischen 
Rhythmus in der Musik auf einem Umweg; u. zw. anhand des biologischen Rhythmus in 
sprachlichen Äußerungen. Diesen biologischen Sprechrhythmus entdeckt man am besten, 
wenn man nicht durch gedankliche Mitteilungen abgelenkt wird, d. h. in einer dem Zu-
hörer unbekannten Sprache. Ich beginne damit, meine Studenten auf die Regelmäßigkeit 
aufmerksam zu machen, mit der die Sprecher durch Akzente und Pausen die Zeit ein-
teilen - von mir mit Sprechperkussionen bzw. Perkussionsdauern angedeutet - und er-
e suche sie, diese Perkussionen mit einem leichten Klopfen anzugeben. Sie nehmen wahr, 
daß sich schnelleres oder langsameres Sprechen nur durch mehr oder weniger Silben 
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